


„The two Romans - modern guitar driven sound. Like ‚Nothing but 

Thieves’ fronting the ‚Viva la Vida - Coldplay - era‘ but without the sappier 
bits of their repertoire.“ 

Adrian Breakspear GRAMMY nominated and ARIA winning producer, engineer and mixer from Sidney 

Elevator Pitch 

The two Romans – This Indie Pop band  convinces with its melodic and energetic tunes. 
They are a group with international line-up and two charismatic brothers as front singers from 
Rome.  

The two Romans 
Samuele Zanella ⎮ Mattia Zanella ⎮ Brian Boy ⎮ Flo Fettke ⎮ Jürg Steiner ⎮ Simon Boss 

Bio Short 

The two Romans – An international band of six, formed in 2015 around the two brothers 
and front singers Sam and Matt from Rome. After more than 150 live shows and festivals all 
over Europe, The two Romans make their debut with the album Everything.Now! The 
charismatic Indie Pop band convinces with melodic and energetic sounds, which enhance 
the modern guitar sounds. 
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Bio Medium 

The two Romans – The brothers Sam and Matt from Rome pack their bags and leave Italy. 
What sounds like the beginning of an adventure story turns out to be the starting signal of a 
successful duo: The two-man formation quickly grows up to a six-member band which has 
been on the road since 2015. 

Now, after more than 150 concerts and festivals throughout Europe – including the Gurten 
Festival, Montreux Jazz Festival, Taubertal Festival and many more – it is time to take the next 
step. 

Having produced 3 EPs on a yearly basis, The two Romans are now working on their debut 
album Everything.Now! in collaboration with Adrian Breakspear – Grammy nominated and 
ARIA Award winner. Their music is based on models such as 'Nothing but Thieves' and 
'Gang of Youths'. Nevertheless, they pursue a very independent and recognizable style, 
which is set in the area of Indie Pop and enhances modern guitar sounds. 
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Bio Long 

The two Romans – An international band from Italy, Germany and Switzerland is working 
hard on their debut album Everything.Now! It is scheduled for release in November 2019.  

In terms of music, the band is guided by role models such as 'Gang of Youths' or 'Nothing 
but Thieves'. In doing so, they always pursue an independent and recognizable style 
nonetheless. The modern guitar sounds paired with catchy melodies invite to sing and dance 
along. Anyone who enjoys Indie Pop and Radiorock will be delighted with the twelve brand 
new tracks. The polyphonic singing of the charismatic brothers and front singers Sam and 
Matt from Rome is particularly convincing. 

Since the formation of The two Romans in 2015, more than 150 live shows and festivals all 
over Europe have taken place – including the Gurten Festival, Montreux Jazz Festival, 
Taubertal Festival and many more. Being a live support act for 'The Strumbellas' was the 
ultimate addition to this incredible journey. Moreover, the band released their three EPs Waves 
| Forest | Sun in annual cycles. Some songs of these in-house productions have been played 
on countless national and international radio stations over the last few years.  

Obviously the band wants to push what they have achieved to a completely new level. That's 
why they hired Adrian Breakspear – Grammy nominated and ARIA Award winner – from 
Australia as producer for their debut album. 



Yet when it comes to the ideas and values behind The two Romans rather than their music, 
what do they stand for? Whenever their name or the capital of Italy is being mentioned, the 
well-worn saying "All roads lead to Rome“ often comes up. Well, let's stick with this figure of 
speech for a moment: 

What does the statement actually mean for someone who originates from Rome himself? 
Where do the paths leading into the eternal city carry a Roman himself to? That is simple. 
One starts walking – in the opposite direction and approaches other people who are on their 
very own section of their way. 

The two Romans are doing just that: They are walking against the tide, being a little different, 
going beyond the mark, looking for encounters, meeting strangers, traveling the world and 
sharing the journey like a family. Many foreign encounters are spontaneous, moments often 
last a short time, conversations after the concert are tight. But all these contacts, impressions 
and exchanges with others ultimately create an overall picture like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle: 
A collection of memories. 
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